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SUMMARY

For many crops, wild relatives constitute an extraor-
dinary resource for cultivar improvement [1, 2] and
also help to better understand the history of their
domestication [3]. However, the wild ancestor spe-
cies of several perennial crops have not yet been
identified. Perennial crops generally present a weak
domestication syndrome allowing cultivated individ-
uals to establish feral populations difficult to distin-
guish from truly wild populations, and there is
frequently ongoing gene flow between wild relatives
and the crop that might erode most genetic differ-
ences [4]. Here we report the discovery of popula-
tions of the wild ancestor species of the date palm
(Phoenix dactylifera L.), one of the oldest and most
important cultivated fruit plants in hot and arid re-
gions of the Old World. We discovered these wild
individuals in remote and isolated mountainous loca-
tions of Oman. They are genetically more diverse
than and distinct from a representative sample of
Middle Eastern cultivated date palms and exhibit
rounded seed shapes resembling those of a close
sister species and archeological samples, but not
modern cultivars. Whole-genome sequencing of
several wild and cultivated individuals revealed a
complex domestication history involving the contri-
bution of at least two wild sources to African culti-
vated date palms. The discovery of wild date palms

offers a unique chance to further elucidate the history
of this iconic crop that has constituted the corner-
stone of traditional oasis polyculture systems for
several thousand years [5].

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The Identification of Wild Date Palms
Archeological evidence suggests that date palms have been

used for millennia in North Africa, the Middle East, and as far

as northwestern India [5], where they are still of huge social

and economic importance [6]. Yet, their domestication history

remains poorly understood, with recent genomic studies hinting

at a contribution of multiple wild populations as evidenced by the

surprisingly large genetic differentiation between cultivated indi-

viduals from Africa and the Middle East [7–10].

Although no wild populations have been described to date

[11], uncultivated date palms occur across the entire distribution

area [12, 13]. However, whether they are feral (derived from

cultivated individuals but not tended) or truly wild is not

known. Recently, we discovered uncultivated populations in

remote, mountainous locations in Oman that exhibit unusually

rounded seeds resembling those of the sister species Phoenix

sylvestris [14, 15].

Here we present a systematic screening of 102 individuals

sampled from nine such candidate wild populations (Table 1;

Table S1), corroborating their outlier status. We first compared

the shape of 763 seeds from 39 of these individuals to 5,353

seeds from 271 cultivated date palms from the entire distribution

area and 760 seeds from 38 Phoenix sylvestris individuals

(Table 1; Table S1). Normal mixture modeling of seed shapes
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captured by elliptic Fourier transforms [16] clustered most of the

wild candidates with the sister species P. sylvestris (Figure 1A),

and not with cultivated individuals. This was also the case

when assigning individuals to three clusters (Figure S1). Addi-

tionally, the rounded seeds of the putatively wild individuals

matched the shape of four archeological seeds from Kuwait

(Table S1; Figure S1) that date back to the assumed onset of

cultivation in the region about 5000 BCE according to archaeo-

logical evidence [5].

We next compared the genetic diversity and structure of all

102 putatively wild individuals to 372 cultivated date palms and

58 P. sylvestris individuals using 17 autosomal microsatellites

(Table 1; Table S1; Data S1A). The putatively wild individuals

had a significantly larger diversity (allelic richness [AR] 6.74;

private allelic richness [PAR] 1.25; Table S2) than cultivated indi-

viduals from theMiddle East (AR 6.21; PAR 0.46; Table S2). Inter-

estingly, the limited genetic data used in this screen was

sufficient to identify the putatively wild individuals as a unique

cluster, both in an admixture analysis (Figure 1B; Figure S2)

and in a principal component analysis (PCA) (Figure 1C; Fig-

ure S2). Finally, a population tree shows the putatively wild indi-

viduals at the base of the Middle Eastern clade (Figure 1D).

A Secondary Domestication Event in Africa
Although these results support the status of many of the Omani

uncultivated individuals studied here as representatives of wild

date palms sister to modern cultivars from the Middle East, our

data also suggest a more complex domestication history. In

particular, African accessions showed the highest diversity

among all groups (AR 6.94; PAR 1.53; Table S2) and appeared

to be twice as differentiated from Middle Eastern cultivated

date palms as the latter are from the putatively wild individuals

(FST of 8.64% and 3.95% respectively; Table S2). Although a

strong genetic differentiation between African and Middle

Eastern date palms has been reported previously [7–10], the

source of this differentiation remained unclear. Since both the in-

ferred population tree (Figure 1D) and the fitted admixture model

(Figure 1B, preferred K = 3; Figure S2) identified African culti-

vated accessions as a sister clade to both wild individuals and

Middle Eastern cultivated accessions, our data strongly suggest

that at least one ancestral gene pool contributed uniquely to

African date palms. However, whether this is reflective of (1) an

independent (primary) domestication event in Africa or (2) the

crossing of previously domesticated individuals imported from

theMiddle East with local wild individuals (referred to as second-

ary domestication or diversification) cannot be resolved from

these data. We note that a primary domestication event appears

unlikely given the highly similar shape of seeds in African and

Middle Eastern cultivars (Figure S1).

To shed additional light on the domestication history of date

palms, we sequenced three candidate wild date palms each

from a different population to an average depth of 13.33

genome-wide (Table 1; Table S1; see Data S1B). For compari-

son, we also sequenced one African and one Middle Eastern

cultivar with the same protocol and complemented our data

with 14 accessions available in GenBank [17, 18] (Table 1; Table

S1; see Data S1B). Unexpectedly, we detected two pairs of

(male) clones among the Middle Eastern date palms from Saudi

Arabia obtained from Sabir et al. [18] and therefore removed the

sample with less data for each pair (Sukkariat Qassim and Sha-

laby, respectively) from any downstream analyses.

The whole-genome sequencing data confirmed that wild indi-

viduals and the African andMiddle Eastern cultivated date palms

represent distinct populations. First, the three populations

differed strongly in their genetic diversity, with the highest diver-

sity again found among African (nucleotide diversity 0.55%,

Table 2) and the lowest among Middle Eastern cultivated acces-

sions (0.34%, Table 2), in line with previous evidence [8]. The di-

versity of wild individuals was intermediate (0.43%, Table 2) but

higher than that of Middle Eastern cultivated date palms. Sec-

ond, all three populations formed their own non-overlapping

cluster in a genome-wide PCA (Figure 2A). Third, pairwise ge-

netic differentiation was significant and much higher between

African and Middle Eastern cultivated date palms (22.92%)

than between the latter and wild samples (16.45%), as was

observed in the microsatellite data (Table S2). Finally, multiple

sequentially Markovian coalescent (MSMC) analysis [19] inferred

distinct population size trajectories for the wild samples, the

African cultivated, and three representative Middle Eastern culti-

vated date palms (Figure 2B). Themarked and robust differences

in these trajectories were also observed when running the anal-

ysis with only two individuals per population or for each sample

individually, albeit some variation between samples (Figure S3).

We next inferred an individual-based phylogeny using ExaML

[20] to quantify the evolutionary relationship among the samples.

In line with the population structure revealed by the fewmicrosa-

tellites that we genotyped in many more individuals (Figure 1B),

wild individuals clustered at the base of the Middle Eastern culti-

vated samples, and the African cultivars appeared as a sister

clade to all other P. dactylifera samples (Figure 2C). Interestingly,

however, clustering was not perfect, suggesting potential gene

flow between African and Middle Eastern cultivars after domes-

tication. The Middle Eastern cultivar Moshwaq Al-Riyad, for

instance, clustered with African cultivars. Similarly, the Egyptian

cultivar Siwi clustered basal to wild and Middle Eastern culti-

vated accessions, and not within the African cluster. The inter-

mediate placement of the cultivar Siwi was also visible in our

Table 1. Phoenix spp. Accessions Analyzed

Total

Seed

Morphology Microsatellites

Whole-

Genome

African/South

European cultivated

P. dactylifera

275 161 (3,210) 231 3

Middle Eastern/

Indian/Pakistan

cultivated

P. dactylifera

173 110 (2,143) 141 13

wild P. dactylifera 102 39 (763) 102 3

P. atlantica 37 0 37 1

P. sylvestris 74 38 (760) 58 1

Archeological

material from

P .dactylifera

4 4 (4) 0 0

Total 665 352 (6,880) 569 21

For seed morphology, the number of seeds is given in parentheses. See

also Table S1.
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MSMC analysis, in which its population size trajectory was found

to be intermediate between those of African and Middle Eastern

cultivated samples (Figure S3), aswell as in the PCA analysis that

placed it much closer to Middle Eastern cultivated accessions

than the other African samples (Figure 2A).

Some evidence for gene flow between Middle Eastern and

African cultivars was previously reported [8, 10]. For instance,

we recently reported an east-west cline in the frequency of the

chloroplastic haplotypes 3 and 4, indicative of the exchange of

maternal lineages between the two populations [21]. Here we

genotyped the same chloroplastic marker in 264 cultivated

date palms across the entire distribution range and in 102 wild

and 58 P. sylvestris individuals. We found haplotype 3 in culti-

vated individuals from all regions, but not in any wild or

P. sylvestris individuals (Figure S4), a finding that is difficult to

explain without female-mediated gene flow. Recently, Hazzouri

et al. [8] reported an admixture analysis from genome-wide

data of 62 cultivars in which several African cultivars, and in

particular those samples geographically close to the Middle

East (e.g., in Egypt or Sudan), exhibited variable proportions of

Middle Eastern ancestry.

Here we benefited from the wild individuals to specifically test

for past events of gene flow by inferring a population graph

allowing for both population splits and mixtures with TreeMix

[22]. The inferred graph (Figure 2D; Figure S3) revealed strong

evidence for a primary domestication event in the Middle East,

followed by introgression from wild individuals in Africa (second-

ary domestication event in Africa): the wild population included in

this analysis was inferred to be basal to both Middle Eastern and

African cultivated accessions, but African cultivars were inferred

to have received about a third of their genome from an un-

sampled source population sister to all sampled P. dactylifera

populations, most likely representing the African population prior

to domestication. This result was robust to the clustering of

neighboring SNPs into blocks, the exclusion of the cultivar Siwi

from the African population, and restricting the analysis to only

coding SNPs or SNPs at least 10 kbp away from genes (Fig-

ure S3). We further confirmed the finding of a secondary domes-

tication event in Africa by inferring demographic parameters of a

flexible admixture model in which models of an independent

A

B

C

D

Figure 1. Date Palm Population Structure as Inferred from Seed Morphology and Microsatellites

(A) Mixture proportions based on seed shapes of 348 Phoenix samples modeled as a mixture of two normal distributions.

(B and C) Admixture proportions with K = 3 (B, top) and K = 4 (B, bottom) and principal component analysis (C, variance explained in parentheses) of 532 Phoenix

samples inferred at 17 microsatellite markers. Results in (B) are ‘‘stacked’’ underneath the corresponding sample from (A).

(D) Neighbor-joining tree of the same samples grouped by geographic location and setting P. sylvestris accessions as outgroup. White and black circles indicate

nodes with >50% and >95% bootstrap support, respectively.

Color coding: black, P. sylvestris and P. atlantica; dark blue, Middle Eastern/Indian/Pakistan cultivated date palms; light blue, African/South European date

palms; orange, putative wild date palms. See also Figures S1, S2, and S4 and Table S2.

Table 2. Nucleotide Diversity p, Watterson’s Theta Estimator qW,

and an Estimate of the Selective Constraint C

Site Class %p %qW C

African Date Palms (6 Haplotypes)

Nonsynonymous 0.220 (0.001) 0.217 (0.001) 0.646 (0.002)

Synonymous 0.621 (0.002) 0.611 (0.002) –

Intronic 0.476 (0.0004) 0.470 (0.0004) 0.234 (0.003)

Intergenic 0.599 (0.001) 0.587 (0.001) 0.037 (0.004)

Middle Eastern Date Palms (22 Haplotypes)

Nonsynonymous 0.142 (0.001) 0.129 (0.0004) 0.641 (0.002)

Synonymous 0.395 (0.002) 0.351 (0.001) –

Intronic 0.298 (0.0003) 0.283 (0.0002) 0.246 (0.003)

Intergenic 0.348 (0.0005) 0.357 (0.0005) 0.119 (0.004)

Wild Date Palms (6 Haplotypes)

Nonsynonymous 0.169 (0.001) 0.166 (0.001) 0.640 (0.002)

Synonymous 0.470 (0.002) 0.453 (0.002) –

Intronic 0.354 (0.0003) 0.345 (0.0003) 0.246 (0.004)

Intergenic 0.457 (0.001) 0.444 (0.001) 0.027 (0.005)

Means and standard deviations (in parentheses) across sites are shown.

Intergenic regions include all sites >10 kb from known genes.
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and a secondary domestication event in Africa were nested,

depending on the admixture strength. Despite this flexibility,

the maximum composite likelihood estimates obtained with

fastsimcoal2 [23] indicated a massive contribution of 82% of

the Middle Eastern cultivars to the modern genomic makeup of

African cultivars (Figure 2E), corroborating the inference of a sec-

ondary domestication event in Africa.

The Middle East has long been proposed as a primary center

of date palm domestication [24]. The oldest archaeological re-

mains attesting to the use of date palms were found in the

Arabian Peninsula and date back to the second half of the 6th mil-

lennium BCE [25, 26]. The earliest evidence for date palm culti-

vation in the 3rdmillenniumBCEwas all found around the Persian

Gulf, including Oman [5]. Finally, the only fossil evidence of date

palms predating cultivation was also found in the Middle East,

suggesting that date palms have been present in the region for

at least 30,000 years [27, 28]. In contrast, ancient date palm re-

mains from Africa are concentrated in the northeast (Libya and

Egypt) and are younger (mostly from the 2nd millennium BCE);

iconographic and lexicographic evidence, however, may point

to the presence of the date palm in Egypt prior to its cultivation

[29, 30]. The lack of fossils and the sparse archeological evi-

dence from Africa may reflect only the current state of research

in that region. Indeed, our results suggest an important role of the

ancestral African gene pool, and hence that wild date palms

were present in Africa prior to domestication. Although no wild

date palms from Africa are currently known, many uncultivated

populations scattered in North Africa and Spain have been re-

ported [12] that may now warrant verification.

Weak Selection during Domestication
We next explored whether domestication affected the strength

of selection acting on the different populations, assuming synon-

ymous sites to be evolving neutrally, using three different

methods. First, we quantified the selective constraint of different

functional classes of sites by a direct comparison of nucleotide

diversity (Table 2). Second, we used DFE-alpha [31] to infer the

distribution of fitness effects (DFE) of nonsynonymous sites

from their site-frequency spectrum (SFS) and the expected

SFS under a two-epoch population size change model fitted to

the SFS of synonymous sites (Methods S1). Finally, we esti-

mated the DFE of nonsynonymous sites using DoFE [32], which

makes no assumption regarding the demographic history and

instead compares the nonsynonymous SFS to a parametric

function directly fitted on the synonymous SFS (Table S3). Inter-

estingly, none of thesemethods revealed any difference in selec-

tion strength between wild date palms and the African and

Middle Eastern cultivated date palms, suggesting a low cost of

A B C

D E

Figure 2. Population Genetic Analyses of Whole-Genome Data

(A) Principal component analysis of genotype likelihoods at �7 million SNPs. The variance explained by each principal component (PC) is given in parentheses.

(B) Historical effective population sizes inferred using the multiple sequentially Markovian coalescent (MSMC) method from three representative samples of each

population.

(C) Phylogenetic tree of genotypes at �7 million SNPs setting P. sylvestris as outgroup. Black circles indicate nodes with >95% bootstrap support.

(D) Population graph with one migration edge (strength 34%) inferred with TreeMix when setting P. sylvestris as outgroup.

(E) Maximum composite likelihood estimates of demographic parameters inferred with fastsimcoal2 and drawn to scale. Population sizes are indicated in

thousands and times in generations, as inferred assuming a mutation rate of 2.53 10�8. WILD, wild date palms; AFR, African cultivated date palms; ME, Middle

Eastern cultivated date palms. See also Figure S3, Table S3, and Methods S1.
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domestication, in line with the weak domestication syndrome of

date palms and perennials in general [4]. However, we note that

individual genes might very well show a strong signature of

selection [8], but their detection will require much larger sample

sizes than analyzed here.

Phylogenetic Considerations
Finally, our data also resolve two controversial aspects about the

taxonomy of the genus Phoenix. First, ongoing and male-medi-

ated hybridization between P. dactylifera and the sister species

P. sylvestris has been suggested [33]. However, neither our

TreeMix analysis (Figure 2D; Figure S3) on whole-genome data

nor the extensive survey based on microsatellites (Figures 1B

and 1C) revealed any sign of admixture, even among our Indian

samples that were collected in areas where both species occur

sympatrically and are known to be interfertile. Instead, the two

species appear as highly differentiated clusters (FST of 29.0%) in

both an admixture analysis (Figure 1B; Figure S2) and a PCA (Fig-

ure S2). Second, our data show that Phoenix atlantica is not a

separate species and is genetically indistinguishable from the Af-

rican P. dactylifera samples. P. atlantica was originally described

as a species endemic to the Cape Verde islands [34], but that

designation has been disputed [35, 36]. Here, we genotyped 37

samples from different Cape Verde islands (Table 1; Table S1)

for 17 autosomal microsatellites and a chloroplastic marker (See

Data S1A) and sequenced the whole genome of one sample

(Table 1; Table S1; Data S1B). In all cases, P. atlantica samples

cluster consistently within P. dactylifera samples from Africa

regardlessof theanalyticalmethod (Figure1D;Figure2; FigureS2)

and display no private allele (Table S2), suggesting that modern

P. atlantica individuals derive from African P. dactylifera individ-

uals brought to the Cape Verde islands rather recently.
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B Whole-genome sequencing
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STAR+METHODS

KEY RESOURCES TABLE

REAGENT OR RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Biological Samples

37 Phoenix atlantica, leaf samples [36] N/A

493 Phoenix spp., leaf and/or seed

samples

ISEM collection: collection from the team Dynamique

de la biodiversit�e, anthropo-�ecologie (DBA) at ISEM

N/A

58 Phoenix spp., leaf and/or seed

samples

IRD Collection N/A

6 Phoenix dactylifera, leaf samples USDA-ARS California N/A

4 archaeological seeds of Phoenix

dactylifera

Robert Carter Collection N/A

35 Phoenix dactylifera, leaf and/or

seed samples

Battesti Collection N/A

Deposited Data

7 Phoenix spp., whole genome

sequencing data

GenBank GenBank: SRP094744

Seed morphometric data http://www.unifr.ch/biology/research/wegmann/ http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/sc9cpvfnbj.1

Microsatellite data http://www.unifr.ch/biology/research/wegmann/ http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/sc9cpvfnbj.1

Date palm genome annotation http://www.unifr.ch/biology/research/wegmann/ http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/c6bjh7mgby.1

Oligonucleotides

11 microsatellite primer pairs [37] mPdCIR085, mPdCIR078, mPdCIR015,

mPdCIR016, mPdCIR032, mPdCIR035,

mPdCIR057, mPdCIR025, mPdCIR010,

mPdCIR063, mPdCIR050

1 microsatellite primer pair [38] AG1

1 microsatellite primer pair [39] PdCUC3-ssr1

4 microsatellite primer pairs [40] mPdIRD13, mPdIRD33, mPdIRD31,

mPdIRD40

1 minisatellite primer pair [41] psbZ-trnM(CAU)

Software and Algorithms

R www.r-project.org [42] RRID: SCR_001905

Momocs R package https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/Momocs/

index.html [43]

N/A

mclust R package https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/mclust/

index.html [44]

N/A

ade4 R package https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/ade4/index.

html [45]

N/A

pegas R package https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/pegas/

index.html [46]

N/A

adegenet R package http://adegenet.r-forge.r-project.org [47] RRID: SCR_000825

poppr R package https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/poppr/

index.html [48]

N/A

ape R package https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/ape/index.

html [49]

N/A

agricolae R package https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/agricolae/

index.html [50]

N/A

FigTree http://tree.bio.ed.ac.uk/software/figtree/ [51] RRID: SCR_008515

Arlequin http://cmpg.unibe.ch/software/arlequin35/ [52] RRID: SCR_009051

Structure http://web.stanford.edu/group/pritchardlab/structure.

html [53]

N/A

(Continued on next page)
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CONTACT FOR REAGENT AND RESOURCE SHARING

Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the Lead Contact, Daniel

Wegmann (daniel.wegmann@unifr.ch).

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

This study involved a total 665 individuals Phoenix spp. accessions: (1) 550 Phoenix dactylifera L. individuals, of which 448 were

cultivated and 102 were putative wild date palms (Table 1; Table S1), (2) 74 Phoenix sylvestris L. and 37 Phoenix atlantica

A. Chev. samples to represent the two closest sister species [11, 21] (Table 1; Table S1) and (3) four archaeological seeds retrieved

from As-Sabiyah, Kuwait (Table 1; Table S1). We collected seeds, leaf fragments, or both where possible, but also included acces-

sions for which we got extracted DNA or sequencing data, as detailed below and in Table S1.

Continued

REAGENT OR RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Structure Harvester http://taylor0.biology.ucla.edu/structureHarvester/ [54] N/A

Sickle https://github.com/najoshi/sickle [55] RRID: SCR_006800

Burrows-Wheeler Aligner http://bio-bwa.sourceforge.net [56] RRID: SCR_010910

Samtools http://samtools.sourceforge.net [57, 58] RRID: SCR_002105

Genome Analysis Tool Kit https://software.broadinstitute.org/gatk/ [59] RRID: SCR_001876

Picard tools https://broadinstitute.github.io/picard/ N/A

VCFtools http://vcftools.sourceforge.net [60] RRID: SCR_001235

ANGSD http://popgen.dk/angsd/index.php/ANGSD [61] N/A

NGSrelate http://www.popgen.dk/software/index.php/

Main_Page#NgsRelate [62]

N/A

TreeMix https://bitbucket.org/nygcresearch/treemix/wiki/

Home [22]

N/A

Multiple sequentially Markovian

coalescent (MSMC)

https://github.com/stschiff/msmc [19] N/A

fastsimcoal2 http://cmpg.unibe.ch/software/fastsimcoal2/ [23] N/A

Maker_P http://www.yandell-lab.org/software/maker-p.

html [63]

RRID: SCR_005309

ExaML https://github.com/stamatak/ExaML [20] N/A

DFE-alpha https://sourceforge.net/projects/dfe-alpha/ [31] N/A

DoFE http://www.sussex.ac.uk/lifesci/eyre-walkerlab/

resources [32]

N/A

Other

18 DNA samples of Phoenix spp. IRD collection N/A

Phoenix dactylifera cv. Khalas,

genome assembly

[9] GCA_000413155.1

9 Phoenix dactylifera, whole

genome sequence data

(raw data)

[18] SAMN02350655, SAMN02351367,

SAMN02351372, SAMN02351373,

SAMN02351368, SAMN02351370,

SAMN02351371, SAMN02351366,

SAMN02351369

5 Phoenix dactylifera, whole

genome sequence data

(raw data)

[17] SAMN00205585, SAMN00205578,

SAMN00205584, SAMN00205580,

SAMN00205577

RNA sequences GenBank GenBank: PRJNA238431

RNA sequences GenBank [64] GenBank: PRJNA72467

RNA sequences GenBank [65] GenBank: PRJNA66319

RNA sequences GenBank [66] GenBank: SRP010344
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Uncultivated, putatively wild date palms
We sampled 102 uncultivated date palms from nine different populations in Oman along intermittent streams (wadis) at altitudes

ranging from 400 to 2000 m. We considered these populations as uncultivated since they are not presently cultivated as suggested

by 1) a balanced sex ratio, while in date palm orchards only fewmales are kept for pollination, 2) no sign of human-induced pollination

since many dates were not fertilized, 3) fully formed dates were generally not harvested, 4) offshoots at the base or along the stems

were not cut off and 5) the populations located at highest altitude produced no or only very few fruits.

Some of these uncultivated populations could be relicts of the truly wild date palm, but theymight also be feral populations. Indeed,

some of the sampled populations were close to abandoned (undated) cultivation terraces located on the side slopes of the valleys

and may descend from these previously cultivated populations. Moreover, as the region overall comprises many oasis in which date

palms are cultivated and archaeological evidence suggests a long tradition of date palm cultivation [5], none of the sampled popu-

lations was very far from agricultural activities or human routes and therefore cannot be considered completely isolated from culti-

vated populations. Finally, some of the palms seemed at least partially tended: some leaves have been cut off, or fire has been set to

the base of the stem.

However, their location in a presently accepted domestication center of the date palm [5] makes them the most promising candi-

dates for wild date palms and some of the samples were previously hypothesized to be wild individuals based on their seed features

[14, 15]. Here we aim at verifying their status and identifying if some of these palms represent truly wild date palms.

Cultivated date palms
As reference, we also analyzed 448 date palm cultivars and accessions grown from seeds (also called khalts in North Africa). The

samples were chosen to cover the whole historical date palm distribution that includes North Africa, Southern Europe and theMiddle

East up to Pakistan and Northwestern India [35]. Cultivars, mostly females, bear a name and are obtained by vegetativemultiplication

(by offshoots) from an initial individual selected for its agricultural traits. These sampleswere either obtained in the field from individual

farmers or from living collections of institutions (Table S1). Some additional genomic data were directly retrieved from GenBank. The

assignment of cultivars to a country of origin was based on information obtained directly from farmers and individuals growing from

seeds were considered to originate from the country of sampling.

Sister species
Samples from two species from the genus Phoenix, namely P. sylvestris and P. atlantica, were included in our analysis, as they are

considered the closest relatives of the date palm according to chloroplastic data [21]. Leaves and/or seeds from a total of 74

P. sylvestris accessions from five populations were sampled in the field in Gujarat and Rajasthan, India (for more details on these

samples see Newton et al., 2013 [67]). An additional 37 leaf samples of P. atlantica collected in Cape Verde were donated by

Sally Henderson and William Baker (Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew, UK). These samples were previously included in a microsatellite

analysis [36].

Samples used for whole-genome sequencing
We retrieved 86 Gb of raw reads of 14 date palm accessions from GenBank Sequence Read Archive (SRA) ([17, 18]; Data S1B). We

then complemented this data with seven samples sequenced in this study (Table 1; Table S1; Data S1B). The samples to sequence

were chosen to complement the available date palm samples retrieved from GenBank and based on results obtained from the nu-

clearmicrosatellite analysis described in this paper. Among theGenBank data, two originated fromAfricawhile 12 originated from the

Middle East. We complemented this sampling with one cultivar from Oman (Jabri, 0115_JAB1) and one from Egypt (Siwi,

2025_SIW8). Three putatively wild date palms from three different populations were included: 0285_WILD12, 0342_WILD61 and

0349_WILD68. We also sequenced two outgroups, the date palm sister species Phoenix sylvestris (1684_SYL51) and P. atlantica

(1370_ATL46). In total we thus analyzed the full genomes of 21 individuals including 19 date palms (three putatively wild and 16 culti-

vated samples) and two outgroups.

Archaeological samples
Four mineralized date seeds were retrieved from the coastal site of H3, As-Sabiyah, Kuwait. The site is dated to 5300-4900 BC by

radiocarbon and comparative ceramic analysis. Based on the levels where the stoneswere found (Period 2-4) these dates can further

be narrowed to ca. 5200-4900 BC [68]. The levels contained elements of material culture characteristic of both the Arabian Neolithic

(chiefly its lithic technology and shell jewelry) and theMesopotamian ‘Ubaid, mainly comprising southernMesopotamian ceramics of

the early ‘Ubaid 3 period, and a range of other small ceramic and stone objects usually associated with the Mesopotamian ‘Ubaid

period. The site is interpreted as a small coastal settlement, possibly seasonally occupied rather than permanently, whose inhabi-

tants engaged in an early maritime trading network that connected the villages of southern Iraq with the herding and fishing commu-

nities of the Neolithic Eastern Arabia. This interpretation is supported by the presence of boat remains, a boat model, and a ceramic

disc that appears to depict a boat with a two-footed mast [69]. The archaeological contexts of the date stones consisted of mixed

occupation debris trampled into the floors and an entrance of the stone-built chambers found at the center of the site [26].

The four archaeological date seeds were discovered in separate contexts and in different chambers: The sample 3292_DAC

(Find no. 1705:01) was found in an occupation deposit or trample in the porch area of Chamber 7 dating to the second period.

The samples 3289_DAC (Find no. 1029:05) and 3290_DAC (Find no. 1208:02) were found in occupation deposits in Chambers 1
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and 23, respectively, both dating to the third period. And finally the sample 3291_DAC (Find no. 1515:01) was found in the lowest

deposit in Chamber 11 dating to period 4, which contained either windblown sand or occupation.

The mixed occupation material in those chambers typically contained broken pottery, edible mollusk shells, fish and faunal re-

mains, discarded lithic tools and debitage, and the debris of shell bead manufacture. The overall botanical assemblage of the site

was derived from an extensive flotation and sieving program (overseen byMark Beech) and included 1,116 plant macrofossil remains

from 1,164 l of floated spoil, alongwith the date seeds, whichwere recovered separately from the dry sieves. Other elements included

a very small number of charred cereal grains (four grains, two identifiable as barley), a single charred jujube stone (Ziziphus spina-

christi) and a variety of seeds interpreted as belonging to wild species, including suspected fodder and potentially medicinal plants.

It is possible that the wild species represent a weed assemblage from agricultural fields nearby, but this requires further investigation.

The cereals remain the only cereal grains yet identified in any Arabian Neolithic assemblage, though as noted above, trading links with

the agricultural communities of southern Iraq were strong, and it cannot be proven whether the cereals were imported or grown

locally. Likewise, it is not possible to knowwhether the date fruits were imported or locally grown. Presently date palms are not grown

in the area, which is barren and not considered suitable for agriculture now or in recent historical times, though a small grove was

formerly located in the garden of a sheikhly residence around 15 km away. Palm phytoliths were identified at the site but palm fronds,

baskets, and other products could also have been brought in as items of trade for local use.

METHOD DETAILS

Morphometric analysis
Seeds of 348 Phoenix samples (20 per sample where available; 6,876 seeds in total; Table 1; Table S1) and four archaeological sam-

ples (Table 1; Table S1) were subjected to geometric morphometric analysis. For this, seeds were photographed in both dorsal and

lateral view and their outline was described using Elliptic Fourier Transforms using Momocs R package [16, 43, 70] as previously

described [14].

While the seeds from extant samples were desiccated before the study as explained in Terral et al., 2012 [14], the mineralized

archeological seeds were cleaned but not treated otherwise. We note that the mineralization process may have altered the shape

of the archeological seeds. While the chosen analysis method is invariant to changes in size, changes in the outline would affect con-

clusions. While it is impossible to study the effect of mineralization experimentally, multiple lines of evidence suggest that our conclu-

sion is robust. First, the recovered seeds were excellently preserved. Second, charring does affected seed size, but not its shape, as

we recently tested experimentally. While the seeds used here were not charred but mineralized, it does nonetheless suggest that

even massive environmental impacts that alter seed size do not easily change seed shape. Finally, it appears unlikely that mineral-

ization would affect seed lengths disproportionately to seedwidth such that the syndrome of elongated seeds observed amongmod-

ern cultivars got lost through that process to the degree that the shape among wild individuals is perfectly recovered.

DNA extraction
For each sample subjected to genotyping or sequencing, 40 mg of silica-dried leaves were crushed into a fine powder using the

bead-mill homogenizer TissueLyser (QIAGEN). Total genomic DNA was then extracted from the obtained leaf powder using DNeasy

plant MINI Kit (QIAGEN) with the modification of adding 1% polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP 40.000) to buffer AP1.

Microsatellite genotyping
We generated microsatellite data for a total of 569 Phoenix samples genotyped at 17 autosomal microsatellites (See Data S1A).

Amplification reactionswere performedwith theQIAGENMultiplex PCR kit followingmanufacturer’s instructions. Amplified products

were detected on an ABI prism 3130xl Genetic Analyzer. Samples were prepared by adding 2 mL of diluted PCR products to 17.85 mL

of water and 0.15 mLGenSize HD 400 Rox. Fragment size was determined using the GeneMapper 3.7 software (Applied Biosystems).

Most samples (n = 425) were additionally genotyped at a chloroplastic minisatellite present in the intergenic spacer psbZ-trnfM-CAU

[41] (See Data S1A). This locus tags the two multi-locus chlorotypes previously reported in date palms [21, 71].

Whole-genome sequencing
A paired-end library for each sample was prepared using standard kits (Illumina) and sequenced on a Genome Analyzer II (Illumina)

following standard Illumina protocols. A first run of sequencing with all seven samples pooled on a single lane yielded 64.8 Gb of raw

sequencing data. However, the reverse reads were of particularly bad quality, most likely due to the lane being particularly over clus-

tered, which prevented the software from confidently differentiating adjacent clusters and let to clusters becoming more diffuse. We

therefore performed a second run of sequencing of the same libraries distributed over three lanes shared with libraries from other

projects. This yielded additional 89.4 Gb of raw sequencing data. In total we thus generated 154.2 Gb of data corresponding to

620 million reads of 100 bp each, which corresponds to 89millions reads per sample on average (See Data S1B). All reads were sub-

mitted to the NCBI short-read archive under the accession number SRP094744.
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QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Seed morphometric analysis
We used the function Mclust from themclust package [44] in R [42] to infer mixture components for each sample and archeological

seed. We also run a Principal Component Analysis on this data using the dudi.pca function from the ade4 R package [45].

Analysis of microsatellite data
Population tree

We inferred a neighbor-joining tree based on the 12 populations defined from taxonomic and geographic information (Table S1).

For this we first prepared the data using the functions read.loci and loci2genind (both from pegas package [46]) followed by

genind2genpop (adegenet package [47]) in R. Nei’s genetic distance [72] was then calculated among populations using the function

nei.dist (poppr package [48]) and a neighbor-joining tree was then generated with nj function (ape package [49]). Bootstrap support

was calculated using the aboot function (poppr package) by resampling 100 times. The tree was rooted with P. sylvestris and dis-

played using Figtree v1.4.2 [51].

Principal Component analysis

Two Principal Component Analyses (PCA), with and without P. sylvestris and P. atlantica accessions, were performed in R with the

function dudi.pca (ade4 package [45]). The data were read and converted using read.loci and loci2genind from pegas package.

Missing values were replaced by the mean allele frequencies using scaleGen (adegenet package).

Pairwise FST

Pairwise FST [73] among populations were calculated and their significance assessed in Arlequin v. 3.5 [52].

Diversity analyses

Allelic richness and private allelic richness were calculated using the rarefaction method [74] in R to reflect variable sample size. Spe-

cifically, we inferred the expected allelic and private allelic richness for each population for a sample size corresponding to the small-

est number of chromosomes (74) genotyped in any of the populations involved in the comparison by resampling from the data 1,000

times. Differences in allelic richness between populations or groups were assessed on the bootstrapped samples using Tukey’s

group test as implemented in the functionHSD.test (agricolae package [50]). Observed and expected heterozygosity were calculated

in Arlequin v. 3.5 [52].

Population structure and differentiation

Population structure was inferred from nuclear SSRs data using the software STRUCTURE [53] with 10 independent runs of 100,000

iterations burn-in period followed by 1,000,000 MCMC steps. The optimal value of K was determined both by maximizing the log

likelihood [53] and by quantifying the rate of change of the log likelihood between successive K values [75] using Structure Harvester

[54]. Both approaches yielded that K = 3 clusters best explained the SSRs (Figure S2).

Bioinformatic analysis of whole-genome sequencing data
Read mapping and alignment cleaning

Weused the same genotyping pipeline for all of the 21 samples whether their raw readswere retrieved fromGenBank SRA or resulted

from our Illumina sequencing. Raw readswere first trimmed for quality and length using Sickle v. 1.33 [55] so that each base pair had a

minimumquality of 30. Reads that were smaller than 35 bp after trimmingwere removed. On average, we kept 91.8%of the raw reads

for each individual, resulting in 65 to 402 million reads per individual (average: 101 million, see Data S1B).

All remaining reads were then mapped with the Burrows-Wheeler Aligner v. 0.7.2 [56] against the genome assembly of a Phoenix

dactylifera var. Khalas individual [9] (GenBank: GCA_000413155.1). This genome assembly is highly fragmentedwith the largest scaf-

fold being 4.5 Mbp. Prior to mapping we thus removed all scaffolds < 1,000 bp, which resulted in a total length of 476,260,015 bp,

representing about 71% of the full genome estimated at 671Mbp [9]. When both single-end and paired-end files were available, they

were aligned independently and the resulting BAM files were then merged using Samtools v. 0.1.18 [57, 58]. On average, 80.9 % of

the filtered reads were mapped (See Data S1B).

Three cleaning phases were then performed with Picard tools v. 1.80, Samtools 0.1.18 and Genome Analysis Tool Kit (GATK) v.

2.4.9 [59]. First, the mapping quality of unmapped reads in the BAM files were set to 0 (Picard CleanSam). TheMD tag was generated

(samtools calmd) and the mate information fixed (Picard FixMateInformation). The resulting BAM files were then checked using

Picard ValidateSamFile. Finally, duplicates were marked and removed with Picard MarkDuplicates and indels were realigned with

GATK. The resulting average coverage was between 7.3 and 37.6x per sample with an average of 12.5x (See Data S1B).

Variant calling and variant filtering

We called genotypes for all 21 Phoenix spp. accessions using the GATKHaplotypeCaller and obtained a total of 9,510,154 variants of

which 9,114,275were SNPs. Using GATK, we filtered out all other variant types (indels, mixed) andmulti-allelic SNPs to only keep the

9,059,610 bi-allelic SNPs (95.3% of the total variants). Across all samples and variants, only 4.05% of the genotypes were missing.

The variants were then filtered to 1) minimize the effects of sequencing and alignment errors that might bias downstream analyses

and 2) exclude regions of the genome that, irrespective of such errors, might show accelerated rates of evolution. The following

criteria were employed to filter sites using VCFtools v. 0.1.11 [60] and custom scripts: sites with a quality lower than 30, a mapping

quality lower than 30, a depth below 84 or above 1260, a high Fisher strand bias FS higher than 60. Sites close to indels (5 bp) and

in cluster of more than three in window size of 8 bpwere also filtered out. Overall, 1,804,421 sites or 19.9%were filtered out leading to
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a final number of 7,255,189 SNPs. In addition, we set all genotypes with a genotype quality below 20 as missing, leading to 37.5% of

missing genotypes.

A Summary of variant number and proportion of missing genotypes before and after filtering of genotypes called in 21 Phoenix spp.

accessions is given in Data S1C.

Genome annotation
We used the pipeline Maker-P v. 2.31.8 [63] to structurally annotate the date palm reference genome [9], as detailed below.

Identification of repeats

Repeats can produce sequence alignments with high statistical significance to protein regions creating a false homology throughout

the genome [76]. Moreover, transposable elements may occur within introns, which might cause a gene predictor to include extra

exons as part of this gene. For these reasons it is critical to identify andmask repetitive regions in the genome prior to any annotation.

Although most repetitive sequences may not be present in the reference genome (only 71% of the genome is available in scaffolds

larger than 1,000 bp), we still ran a pipeline for identifying repeated sequences in the date palm genome using a combination of three

different approaches in order to maximize the opportunity for repeat collection.

First, we used the two library-based approaches using RepeatMasker v. 4.0.5 [77] to mask repeats from the RepBase libraries [78]

and RepeatRunner (available from http://www.yandell-lab.org/software/repeatrunner.html) for masking Transposable Elements

(TEs) and viral proteins using the TE proteins database. These two approaches are complementary: RepeatMaskermay fail to identify

highly divergent repeats since it identifies repeats by means of similarity to a nucleotide library of known repeats. RepeatRunner in-

tegrates RepeatMasker with BlastX [79], to search a database of repeat encoded proteins (reverse transcriptases, gag, env, etc.).

Because protein homologies can be detected across larger phylogenetic distances than nucleotide similarities, this BlastX

search allows RepeatRunner to identify divergent protein coding portions of retro-elements and retro-viruses not detected by

RepeatMasker. Second, we used the program MITE-Hunter [80] to identify MITEs and < 2kb class 2 TEs. Finally, we used

RepeatModeler [81] v. 1.0.8 for de novo identification of repeats based on the repetitive nature of TEs and other repeats that result

in high copy numbers of a same sequence. To collect sequences reaching excess copy numbers, RepeatModeler calls three de novo

repeat finder softwares, namely RECON [82] that uses a self-comparison approach, the k-mer based approach RepeatScout [83] and

Tandem Repeat Finder (TRF) [84]. Putative repeats are then classified based on their similarity to known TEs.

Among all the putative repeats collected by these pipelines, sequences of true geneswere removed using ProtExcluder (a package

available in Maker-P) bymapping each putative repeat against the Uniprot database for plant proteins [85] using BlastX and trimming

all sequences that matched plants proteins plus 50 bp flanking sequences.

The remaining repeats were then masked in the reference genome using RepeatMasker, directly called by Maker-P during the first

step of the annotation. This lead to an increase of the genome excluded from the annotation from 10.3% (initial proportion of Ns in the

downloaded genome) to 34.4% and an average gap length of 3,406 bp (individual gaps between 1 and 31,588 bp). The proportion of

the genome excluded from the annotation was higher than previously reported [9] (21.3%), likely due to their pipeline only including

RepeatScout, LTR_finder, and MITE-Hunter.

Ab initio gene prediction

Ab initio methods seek to recognize sequence patterns within expressed genes and the regions flanking them. Protein-coding re-

gions have distinctive patterns of codon statistics and ab initio gene predictors produce gene models based on underlying mathe-

matical models describing patterns of intron/exon structure and consensus start signals. Maker-P supports several gene predictor

software and we chose Augustus as it is freely available and highly efficient [86].

Because the patterns of gene structure differ from organism to organism, Augustus must be trained for the date palm genome

before being used [76]. For this purpose, we generated in a first run of Maker-P a gene model using transcriptomic data retrieved

from GenBank (SRA accession: SRR191838). We then used this gene set to train Augustus. To do so, we first aligned the reads

from SRR191838 (43,029,576 reads) to the reference genome using TopHat v. 2.0.11 [87]. 74.4% of the reads were mapped. We

then used Cufflinks v. 2.2.0 [88] to assemble the transcripts and obtain a .gtf file that we converted into fasta using gffread from

Cufflinks leading to 34,269 sequences. We filtered out transcripts that are smaller to the expected minimum gene size, that is

150 bp according to Al-Mssallem et al., 2013 [9], leading to 34,099 sequences. We ran Maker-P with these transcripts in order to

obtain a training gene set. This file (.gff) is composed of 15,132 genes. We eventually used this gene set with autoAug.pl, a perl script

provided with Augustus to train it. The resulting parameters will therefore be used in the Maker-P pipeline for doing ab initio anno-

tation with parameters that are specific to the date palm genome thus greatly enhancing the search.

Alignment and assembly of transcriptomic data for evidence-based gene prediction

We made use of transcriptomic data (20 runs from 4 different projects) retrieved in GenBank to improve the annotation (See

Data S1D).

The obtained RNA-seq reads were mapped to the reference genome [9] using different software depending on the data type. We

used TopHat [87] v2.0.11 for Illumina reads and BBMap v. 32.15 (http://sourceforge.net/projects/bbmap/) for 454 reads. Cufflinks

v. 2.2.0 [88] was then used on the resulting alignment files to create transcript models (.gtf file). These transcripts were directly

used by Maker-P for running the evidence-based gene prediction.

Running Maker-P

We ran the pipeline Maker-P [63] with the following options to generate the structural annotation of the date palm reference

genome [9]: repeats were masked using the libraries generated as previously explained. The ab initio gene prediction was performed
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with Augustus using the date palm specific parameters generated as described in the previous section. The tRNA option was set to 1

in order to look for tRNA using tRNAscan [89]. EST evidence was provided as the 20 .gtf files obtained from the mapping and assem-

bly of transcriptomic data retrieved in GenBank (see above). For protein homology evidence, we provided Maker-P with a fasta file

containing all available proteins from plants retrieved in UniProt database in December 2014 [85].

Result of the annotation

The resulting annotation consisted of 25,904 genes (150,491 exons), of whichmost genes are bounded by 50 and 30 UTRs (70.1%and

73.5% respectively). The number of genes described here is very close to the 25,059 genes found in Al-Dous et al., 2011 [17], the first

reference genome published. For the more recently updated reference genome that we use in this study [9], a total of 41,660 genes

were reported. The lower number of genes we detected here is a direct result of 1) limiting our analysis to the 7,752 contigs of at least

1Kb in size, as opposed to the full set of 10,363 contigs used by Al-Mssallem et al., 2013 [9] and 2) the use of the more stringent

predication implemented in Maker-P, which requires all ab initio predicted genes to be validated by RNA-seq or protein evidence.

In contrast, Al-Mssallem et al., 2013 [9] combined EST assemblies (from pyrosequencing data), RNA-seq reads (SOLiD data), plant

protein coding genes and protein domain informationwith ab initio predictions obtainedwith Fgenesh++ [90] without the requirement

of cross-validation. While we are likely missing some genes due to our limit to larger contigs, we expect the genes predicted by Al-

Mssallem et al., 2013 [9] to contain a large number of false positives due to the lack of cross-validation. This is also indicated by the

only 34,802 genes reported for the oil palm (a not too distant relative), for which a high quality genome and extensive RNA-seq data

are available [91].

Analyses of whole-genome sequencing data
Relatedness analysis

To gain knowledge into the relationships of date palm accessions and identify clones, we inferred their degree of genetic relatedness.

Using NGSrelate [62] we obtained maximum-likelihood estimates of k0, k1 and k2, the probabilities that two individuals share respec-

tively 0, 1 or 2 alleles identical by descent, respectiely, directly from the BAM files. From these, the relatedness rwas then calculated,

based on which we identified two pairs of accessions displaying high relatedness: Rabia/Sukkariat Qassim and Moshwaq Hada Al-

Sham/Shalaby (r = 1 and 0.83 respectively). We therefore removed the two accessions with the fewest data (Sukkariat Qassim and

Shalaby) in the following analyses. All other pairs of accessions displayed r % 0.5.

SFS calculation, diversity statistics and FST

We inferred statistics describing genetic diversity by first inferring population specific site frequency spectra (SFS) for different func-

tional classes of sites directly from the BAM files using ANGSD v. 0.613 [61]. To obtain these spectra, we first pooled all samples and

used ANGSD to infer the major and minor alleles for each site while using the reference sequence [9] as ancestral site. We next in-

ferred the SFSswhile providing the inferredmajor andminor alleles and limiting the analysis to reads with aminimummapping quality

of 30 baseswith aminimumquality score of 20. The inferred SFSswere further folded to the global minor allele by providing the global

major allele as the reference allele to ANGSD. These SFSs were then used to estimate expected heterozygosity (He), nucleotide

diversity (qp) andWatterson’s estimator (qW) using customR scripts. We tested for a significant difference in the genome-wide nucle-

otide diversity between theMiddle Eastern (ME) and wild populations using a bootstrap approach in which we downsampled the ME

individuals to sets of 3 and calculated nucleotide diversity for each set as described above. We found only 4 out of 165 possible sets

having higher diversity than the observed diversity in the WILD sampled population.

We obtained FST estimates in a similar way by first inferring 2D SFS with ANGSD following the same protocol and then estimating

FST = (HT-HS)/HT using custom R scripts, where HT and HS are the expected total heterozygosity and the average expected within

population heterozygosity, respectively, estimated directly from the 2D SFS.

Inference of population splits and mixture

We used TreeMix v. 1.12 [22] to infer a maximum-likelihood population graph of both population splits and mixtures from the called

SNPs (see section 3C for SNP calling) in blocks (windows) of 500 SNPs, excluding sites with more than two alleles as well as those

with missing counts in at least one of the populations. We grouped individuals in the three populations African cultivated date palms,

Middle-Eastern cultivated date palms and wild date palms and used the P. sylvestris sample as outgroup. We found that a graph with

a single mixture event almost perfectly explained the data (Figure S3).

To test the robustness of our inference, we repeated this analysis without grouping the SNPs into blocks, by only including coding

SNPs or SNPs at least 10Kb from genes, and by excluding the Egyptian Siwi cultivar (2025_SIW8) from the African population, as we

found this individual to be admixed between African and Middle-Eastern populations. All these analyses result in virtually identical

population graphs (Figure S3).

We next used themaximumcomposite likelihood approach implemented in fastsimcoal2 [23] to confirm the finding of an admixture

origin of the African cultivars. Since model choice is difficult for composite likelihood approaches, we implemented an admixture

model (Methods S1) that allowed, depending on the admixture proportion g, for a primary (g z0.0) or a secondary (0.5 < g < 1.0)

domestication event in Africa, as well as for a single domestication event for both populations (z1.0).

Phylogeny

A phylogenetic tree based on the called genotypes was reconstructed using Exascale Maximum Likelihood (ExaML) v. 1.0.12 [20].

This software implements the RaxML search algorithm for maximum likelihood (ML) based inference of phylogenetic trees [92] on

supercomputers using MPI. It uses, as input, a .phylip.binary file. We converted the vcf obtained after the filtering step into a phylip

file using our own code and subsequently converted it into a .phylip.binary using the executable parse available with the RaxML
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software v. 7.2.8. The ExaML software requires an initial tree to start the phylogenetic reconstruction. In order to test the impact of the

topology of the starting tree, we generated ten such trees using raxmlHPC-PTHREADS-SSE3 and ran ExaML on all of them. We

observed that all runs converged on the same topology and a very similar likelihood value, suggesting that the starting tree had

no impact on the tree inference.

In order to obtain bootstrap values, we launched 1,000 ExaML inferences on 1,000 starting trees with a substitutionmodel Gamma.

We then ran raxmlHPC with the parameter –z and –n in order to compile the presence or absence of each node in the 1,000

maximum-likelihood trees obtained and thus computed bootstrap values. The consensus tree obtained from this last step was

rooted with Newick Utilities v1.6 [93] using P. sylvestris (1684_SYL51) as an outgroup. We plotted the tree using nw_display execut-

able from the same software.

Multiple sequentially Markovian coalescent

We inferred the population size history usingmultiple sequentially Markovian coalescent (MSMC) [19] for each individual aswell as for

two and three individuals (two, four, and six haplotypes) from each population using default settings. This software relies directly on

BAM files. The analysis was performed using data from the full genome and assuming a generation time of 10 years and a mutation

rate of 2.5x10�8 per base per generation.

We note that the MSMC analysis infers changes in effective population sizes and is strongly affected by population structure. As

was recently shown,MSMCwill infer a bottleneck (i.e., large ancestral population sizes) if samples are drawn from the same deme in a

structured population, even if the population sizeswere constant [94]. This is because the rate of coalescent is decreasing as lineages

migrate away from the sampling deme when going backward in time. It seems likely that an admixture event, which can be seen as

a unique pulse of migration, leaves a similar signature in that lineages that are separated into different populations (going backward in

time) will not coalesce until very late, leading to an increase population size in the past. This is likely explaining the elevated ancestral

population size estimated for the African cultivars.

Inference of the distribution of fitness effects

We used the gene annotation coordinates as predicted by Maker-P to annotate (1) each coding genic site as nonsynonymous and

synonymous, (2) intronic sites and (3) intergenic regions that are 10Kb away from genes. This was done with custom C++ code that

parsed the reference sequence by codon and according to the eukaryote nuclear genetic code. Codon positions where anymutation

would change the encoded amino acid (0-fold degenerate) were annotated as nonsynonymous whereas codon positions where all

possible mutations would lead to the same encoded amino acid (4-fold degenerate) were annotated as synonymous.

The demography and the distribution of fitness effects of new mutations were inferred with a maximum likelihood method imple-

mented in computer program DFE-alpha [31]. In this framework, new mutations are assumed to be unconditionally deleterious and

their effects are quantified as the difference in fitness between homozygotes. WithDFE-alpha a 2-epoch demographic model is fitted

to the SFS of a class of sites that is presumably evolving neutrally aka the synonymous SFS as calculated above. Thismodel assumes

a population of size N1 at mutation-drift equilibrium which underwent a change in population size to N2, t generations ago. For rea-

sons of computational efficiency DFE-alpha assumes that N1 = 100 and therefore only the relative change in size (N2/N1) and scaled

time by effective population size (t/N2) are meaningful in this estimation framework. The selection model assumes a gamma distri-

bution of selection coefficients parameterized by the shape (b) and the mean of the distribution (E(s)) and is fitted to the SFS of

the focal class of sites that is the nonsynonymous SFS. Previous simulation work has shown that E(s) is very difficult to estimate

accurately [95], especially when sample sizes are small, because strongly deleterious variants are extremely unlikely to be found

in a small sample and precisely these variants are those that are most informative on E(s). We thus calculated also the proportion

of mutations with effects in different NeE(s) ranges which is a summary of the DFE that has been shown to be accurately estimated

in most settings [31, 95].

We also inferred the DFE with an alternative maximum likelihood method implemented in program DoFE [32]. The DoFE approach

makes no assumption regarding the demographic history of the population and instead fits nuisance parameters to the neutral class

of sites. The nuisance parameters quantify the distortion of the neutral SFS compared to its equilibrium expectation and are used to

appropriately fit the DFE parameters to the focal (nonsynonymous) SFS.

DATA AND SOFTWARE AVAILABILITY

The accession number for our whole-genome data reported in this paper is GenBank: SRP094744. All morphometric data, microsat-

ellite genotypes (http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/sc9cpvfnbj.1), and the gene annotation (http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/c6bjh7mgby.1)

generated in this study are available at Mendeley Data.
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